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Abstract
Background: Arti�cial intelligence (AI) is becoming an essential tool in the disability world. AI can be
applied in a variety of contexts and domains, ranging from assistive devices for disabled individuals to
decision-making systems that aid healthcare providers in the diagnosis and treatment of disabilities.
Examples of these contexts include discrimination of behaviors, identifying and assessing disability-
related problems, detecting abnormalities, classifying disabling diseases, predicting the progression of
disabilities, and assisting and triaging patients.

Methods: We investigated which AI predictive analytics models and features have been used in disability
research locally and globally, focusing on multiple sclerosis. This allowed us to test multiple algorithms
to determine which was best suited for each kind of data available locally.

Results: We developed a framework called Arti�cial Intelligence Group for Disability Research (AIGDR) for
disability-related research at King Salman Centre for Disability Research. The framework was in�uenced
by existing AI use in disability research.

Conclusions: The AIGDR framework uses existing predictive analytics models to generate dashboards
and reports for decision-makers and produce a database that can help researchers conduct research. In
the future, we plan to develop the proposed platform and apply it in various disability contexts in Saudi
Arabia.

Background
A disability is an impairment of the body or mind that is associated with activity limitations and
involvement restrictions. According to the World Health Organization, approximately 15% of the world’s
population lives with some form of disability, and this number is increasing (1). Some forms of disability
are progressive—for example, multiple sclerosis (MS) (2).

MS—one of the most common in�ammatory neurological disorders—leads to lifelong disabilities, impacts
individuals’ productivity, and affects the quality of life of patients and their families (3). In 2016, the
global prevalence of MS was estimated at more than two million people, or 33/100,000 individuals (4).
Women are more affected than men (5). With respect to age, the prevalence of MS increases after
adolescence and peaks between 25 and 35 years (4). The prevalence of MS has increased signi�cantly in
many regions since 1990, especially in low- and middle-income countries, imposing a signi�cant �nancial
and healthcare burden (6).

In accordance with Kurtzke’s classi�cation (7), the Gulf region is marked as a low-risk zone with regard to
the prevalence of MS; however, the current prevalence of MS is approximately 31–55/100,000 individuals
(8). In addition, the prevalence of MS in Gulf Cooperation Council countries (e.g., the UAE, Qatar, Kuwait)
is not as high as in Saudi Arabia, and MS has not been considered as signi�cant a concern in Saudi
Arabia compared with European and other Gulf countries (9).
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The �rst nationwide multicenter MS registry in Saudi Arabia was established in 2015, and the latest data
are from 2018 (10). The aim of the registry is to describe the current epidemiology, disease patterns, and
clinical characteristics of MS. However, the lack of a central disability database for MS has made it
di�cult to understand the impact of MS on disability, its actual prevalence, and associated factors
related to the increasing number of MS cases in the region (10). Arti�cial intelligence (AI) has the
potential to dramatically impact people with disabilities (11). AI lends itself to several applications,
including identi�cation and assessment of disability problems (12), classi�cation of disabilities and
diseases (13), prediction of disability progression (14), and provision of assistance for patients (15). AI
refers to human intelligence exhibited by machines (16). Hyper-personalization is a form of AI that
creates personalized pro�les for individuals with disabilities (17)—for example, making a decision about
patient treatment based on their personal characteristics (18). Autonomous systems are another form of
AI. These systems can interact with their surroundings and achieve an objective with minimal human
involvement—for example, smart homes with voice-activated systems for disabled people (19). Predictive
analytics are another relevant form of AI (20). Here, the role of machine learning (ML) is signi�cant in
creating systems that can learn from data by using past and current behavior to predict the future (21).
The development of AI systems for predictive analytics includes different stages and involves data
analytics and ML (20). Data analytics requires identi�cation of the purpose of the AI, data selection,
extraction, data processing, and data exploration (22). ML is considered an application of AI that offers a
solution based on what a system has learned from experience (16). Normally, ML uses statistical
methods to �nd patterns in large amounts of data (13) and can be applied using data obtained in the
analytics stage. After building and testing the ML algorithm, the actual AI solution can be deployed in
real-world scenarios. As a result, data are an important component of any AI application (22). Therefore,
before building AI models, it is vital to specify the variables required to improve the performance of the
models, a process known as feature extraction (23). After obtaining the raw data corresponding to each
selected feature, data processing is performed by transforming data into a structure that �ts the proposed
AI models (22).

 AI has been recognized as bene�cial for MS—in particular, predictive AI that can be developed using ML
to assist in early diagnosis and prediction of the course of MS (14). This advancement could support
clinicians in selecting better targeted treatments for MS patients (18). According to Law et al., in the MS
context, ML has mainly been applied to classify participants into different disease stages, predict the
transition from a clinically isolated syndrome to clinically de�nite MS, or predict disability progression
(21).

AI can have an enormous impact on people with disabilities, depending on the type of disability and
pro�le. Moreover, AI technologies have the potential to dramatically impact the lives of people with
disabilities (21).

In our research, we explore the uses of AI in the context of various types of disabilities, both globally and
locally. Saudi Arabia is the largest country in the Middle East (24) and is home to many hard-to-reach at-
risk groups. There is a wide range of public- and private-sector providers of disability care, but the region
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lacks an integrated dependable data collection system and disability platform. We believe the presence of
a centralized disability database could improve outcomes for a de�ned population and control the impact
of disease on the community. Moreover, the gold standard of data availability (i.e., a specialized
platform) in the early stages of MS is considered the best option for healthcare assessments, as it
signi�cantly improves the quality of life of those affected and their families and provides assistance in
professional decision-making with regard to any data-related action.

We designed a framework for disability research at King Salman Centre for Disability Research (KSCDR).
The name AIGDR (Arti�cial Intelligence Group for Disability Research) was chosen based on the Arabic
word (( , meaning “I can.” We then designed the platform on which the framework will run, which uses
existing predictive analytics models to generate dashboards and reports for decision-makers and produce
a database that can help researchers conduct research. To the best of our knowledge, no research has yet
evaluated the impact of AI on MS and disability at KSCDR, Saudi Arabia. Moreover, no research has
analyzed the Saudi and Middle Eastern population in this context. The proposed framework addresses
the challenge of the availability of disability data for use in research projects by creating a centralized
source in Saudi Arabia.

Methodology
This paper aims to:

Assess current status of the national uses of AI in disability research.

Investigate and analyze the patterns of disability by using AI methodology.

Identify knowledge gaps and the core information to ful�ll needs of researchers.

Design a national database containing the research outcomes.

Build a platform for predictive analytics by utilizing the framework.

This research investigated which predictive analytics models and features were used in disability
research, both locally and globally. This allowed us to test multiple algorithms to determine which was
best suited for each kind of data available locally. Knowing the existing algorithms and data was
bene�cial in integrating them into our proposed framework.

The proposed framework is designed for disability research at KSCDR. The center, which is located in
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, aims to address disability, predict causes, perform interventions, and use the results
of research to establish the best scienti�c applications of a well-documented database.

The proposed framework consists of several essential components that interact with one another to
produce outcomes that can aid in decision-making in the disability context. Choices about these
components have been in�uenced by the AI system development process, which begins with data
identi�cation, data collection and processing, data exploration, and prediction and classi�cation and
ends with displaying the insight to the decision-maker.
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Results
AIGDR Framework 

The proposed framework consists of the data source, an AI engine, and an information portal (Figure 1).
The �rst component is the data source. The source of the data must be identi�ed based on the context
and needs (22). For example, data can be obtained from KSCDR and research centers (including
hospitals, universities, and government entities). Data can also be obtained directly from researchers. It is
important to consider the identity of the data source because all of the later AI processes will be based on
the collected data. The second component is the AI engine, which consists of two sub-components: the
�rst related to data management and the second related to data analytics. The data management sub-
component ensures that data are handled before analytics are performed. Therefore, this sub-component
deals with collecting data after identifying their source, then processes those data by performing the
required cleaning and transformation. Moreover, due to the sensitive nature of the data, privacy must to
be taken into consideration. The goal of the data management component is to produce suitable data for
later analysis. The analytics component uses the data produced from the data management sub-
components and applies it in descriptive and predictive analytics. Here, there is a need to select the
variables and models to use for the analytics. One functionality of the analytic component is prediction,
which is where ML enters the picture. There are many ML algorithms, but most can be classi�ed as
supervised or unsupervised. Supervised learning models are trained with known input and output data to
predict future outcomes, whereas unsupervised learning groups elements of the same characteristics
together without knowing the output data. Regarding outcomes, supervised learning is suitable for
classi�cation and regression, whereas unsupervised is preferable for clustering (25). The outcome of the
analytics component is used later in the third component of the AIGDR framework: the information portal
where the outcome of the AI engine is displayed. The outcomes include visualizations of the analysis
results as dashboards, generated reports, and even new databases to be used later for research
purposes. 

AIGDR Platform

To run the proposed framework, we designed a platform consisting of the necessary hardware and
software. The proposed platform has three layers: infrastructure, application, and software (Figure 2).
The software layer represents the front end of the AIGDR platform and consists of all of the required
software:

a web and email portal that allows users to access the offered services;

the outcomes of AI engines (dashboards and reports); and

the database portal, which allows users to access the data to perform data entry and extraction.

After the software layer is the application layer, which consists of the business applications associated
with the web portal, the analytics application associated with the dashboard and reports, and the
database application associated with the database portal. AIGDR requires that the back end be
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represented in the infrastructure layer. The infrastructure consists of the servers used by business
applications, the AI servers used by the analytics and discovery applications, and the storage used to
store the business data and the data associated with disability.

Discussion
Disability is a functional limitation with regard to a particular activity and can present in different forms—
for example, developmental disabilities (e.g., autism spectrum disorder), disability associated with an
injury (e.g., traumatic brain injury), and progressive disabilities (e.g., MS) (2). AI is becoming a bene�cial
tool to varying extents in the context of disabilities, including visual, cognitive, motor, learning, speech,
and language impairments; behavioral problems; and intellectual disabilities. In this section, we discuss
the application of AI in disability in general and in a speci�c case (i.e., disability associated with MS) (11).

In the visual disability area, various studies have investigated visual impairment—for example, identifying
the behavioral dynamics of visually impaired infants (26). In the hearing disability area, one study
designed and developed an intelligent decision support system that performed audiological
investigations to assess degree of hearing loss and suggest appropriate hearing-aid gain value (27). In
the realm of cognitive disability, there is research related to the identi�cation and evaluation of cognitive
de�cits in schizophrenia (28). With regard to motor disabilities, there are several studies related to motor
functions, such as the identi�cation of neuroimaging patterns associated with functional impairment in
individual patients (29). In the context of learning disabilities, there are studies related to dyslexia—for
example, distinguishing between the electroencephalogram signals of normal, low-functioning, and
capable dyslexic children when writing words and non-words (30)—and the identi�cation of cognitive
pro�les in a large heterogeneous sample of struggling learners (31). Regarding speech and language
impairments, Themistocleous et al. used AI to identify mild cognitive impairment based on speech (12).
In the behavioral problems area, Yassin et al. worked on classi�cation in schizophrenia, autism, and ultra-
high-risk and �rst-episode psychosis (13). Several studies have been performed using AI in the context of
autism spectrum disorders, including classi�cation (13), detection (31), diagnosis (32), prediction (33),
identi�cation of high-risk cases (23), and identi�cation of factors associated with autism (34). The
predictors of visual–motor integration in children with intellectual disability have also been identi�ed
using AI (35). Other research areas in disability include prediction of hospital-associated disability (36),
prediction of on-road driving ability in healthy older people (37), prediction of swallowing-related quality
of life of the elderly living in a local community (38), determination of whether a patient has any geriatric
syndromes (39), identi�cation and characterization of cognitive subtypes within the atrial septal defect
population (40), identi�cation of cases of Zika-associated birth defects (41), and classi�cation of
samples of speech produced by children with developmental disorders versus typically developing
children (42, 43).

The existing disability studies have some similarities and differences in terms of the algorithms used. For
example, much of the existing research (13, 21, 23, 29, 31, 37, 38) has used support vector machines
(SVMs), a supervised ML method. Linear regression (LR), which is also a form of supervised learning, is
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another of the most widely used methods (13, 14, 23, 33, 34, 35, 36, 41). Other supervised learning
algorithms that have been used include random forest (RF) (13, 14, 32, 36, 40, 41, 43) and decision tree
(DT) (13, 21, 41) algorithms. Other work has implemented k-nearest neighbors (KNN) (13, 30, and 41),
adaptive boosting (13), extreme learning machines (ELMs) (30), gradient-boosted trees (41), linear
discriminant analysis (LDA) (42), and natural language processing (NLP) (39, 44).

Deep learning is another branch of ML that enables computers to solve perceptual problems, such as
image and speech recognition (45). Some disability research that relies on image and voice data has
implemented deep learning algorithms (33). For example, the authors in (12) and (27) implemented
arti�cial neural networks.

Generally speaking, AI applications function through being fed them data, which might be of different
categories and types (20). The possible categories of data in this context include demographic, clinical,
behavioral, educational, and medication-related data. Possible data types include scalar (the most basic
data type), image, text, voice, and unstructured text. In the existing disability research, studies have used
demographic (14, 21, 29, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40), clinical (12, 13, 22, 23, 29, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 39, 42, 43,
44), behavioral (26, 34, 37, 40), and medication- and procedure-related (43) data. In addition to data of
various categories, existing disability research has worked with types of data other than scalar, such as
video (26), image (13), and unstructured text (39, 43).

There are several studies and applications of AI in the MS context. For example, in the area of predicting
disability progression, Yperman et al. built ML models to predict disability progression in MS after two
years (14). They used RF and LR classi�ers using evoked potential time series features. Montolío et al.
developed ML techniques to diagnose and predict the disability course of MS (18). They developed
various classi�cation algorithms—multiple LR, SVM, DT, KNN, naïve Bayes, ensemble classi�ers, and a
long short-term memory recurrent neural network—using clinical and optical coherence tomography data.
The authors in (46) applied unsupervised ML to brain MRI scans acquired in previously published studies,
and their �ndings indicated that this technique was useful in predicting MS disability progression and
response to treatment. Pruenza et al. developed a personalized prediction model for the three stages of
the disease as a support tool in clinical decision-making for individual MS patients, applying ML and big
data techniques (47). Another study predicted Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) scores in MS
patients by developing a combined keyword–ML model based on patients’ electronic health record data,
including neurology consult notes (44). Similarly, Marzullo et al. built a convolutional neural network
model for expanded disability status score estimation based on the brain structural connectivity
representation of a MS patient (48). Tommasin et al. evaluated the accuracy of a data-driven approach,
such as ML classi�cation, in predicting disability progression in MS (49). Oprea et al. developed a
prediction model to estimate disability as measured by the EDSS and outcome probabilities (50). In the
context of secondary progressive MS (SPMS), Law et al. built algorithms based on DT, LR, and SVMs to
predict SPMS disability progression using EDSS, MS Functional Composite component scores, T2 lesion
volume, brain parenchymal fraction, disease duration, age, and gender (21). Another study developed an
ML exploration framework for the disease’s evolution to obtain three predictions: one on conversion to the
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secondary progressive course and two on disease severity with rapid accumulation of disability
concerning the sixth and 10th years of progression (51). Lastly, there is a low likelihood of limitations in
our research given that it is only a design of a platform, although we may encounter problems in our
implementation phase.

Conclusion
AI is becoming an essential tool in disability treatment and research. It can be applied in a variety of
contexts and for different purposes, ranging from assistive devices for disabled individuals to decision-
making systems that aid healthcare providers in diagnosis and treatment in disability settings. In our
research, we investigated what AI predictive analytics models and features have been used in local and
global disability research, focusing on the disability associated with MS. This allowed us to test multiple
algorithms to determine which was best suited for each kind of data available locally. We developed
AIGDR framework for disability research at KSCDR. This framework was in�uenced by the existing usage
of AI in disability research. The framework uses existing predictive analytics models to generate
dashboards and reports for decision-makers and produce a database that can help researchers conduct
their research. In the future, we plan to develop the proposed platform and apply it in different disability
contexts in Saudi Arabia.
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Figure 1

AIGDR Framework
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Figure 2

AIGDR Platform


